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1 - The begining!Oh no..

The Evil Waffle of Doom's origin![br]
Me:Hello!This is the EWD's origin![br]
EWD:MMMMMMPPHH![br]
Me:I had Alice tie him up.[br]
Alice:Should I get more rope?[br]
Me:Sure.Okay,Hina!Start spinning the tape!(Hina spins,and she's able to keep EWD away!)[br]
Hina:Already going!WHOAH![br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
*shows creepy castle*[br]
Evil Scientist:BWA HA HA!I have learned the secret to bringing the dead back to life![br]
Evil Assistant:You want me to go get parts,master?[br]
Evil Scienist:Yes, but first, lets get breakfast![br]
Evil Asisistant:Okay,master.[br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Evil Scientist:Did you get the waffles?[br]
Evil Assistant:Yes,master.[br]
Evil Scientist:hey,where's my breakfast?Oh No![br]
*see's breakfast on that weird thing used to lift monster's up to lightning*[br]
Evil Scientist:I've got to stop my breakfast![br]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br
]
Me:Not again!The EWD did it again![br]
Hina:EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE![br]
Nitori:I'm working on a device to help![br]
Flandre:Can I eat this?*points to EWD on plate*[br]
Me/Nitori/Hina/Alice:NO![br]
*before we can stop her again,the EWD's been partly eaten*[br]
Flandre:I don't feel good...[br]
Me:Not again!Looks like Flandre won't listen to us.[br]
Flandre:BLAARRGH![br]
Alice:Shanghai?What are you doing?*see's the little doll with a green face*[br]
Me:Um..Maybe next chapter I'll have it under control!Bye!It's over.Are you still reading?Go![br]

2 - IT'S ALIVE I TELL YOU!ALIVE!

EWD chapter 2 IT"S ALIVE,I TELL YOU!ALIVE![br]
Me:Hey everyone!WE tied up that little annoyance again,[br]
EWD:MMPPHH![br]
Okay Cirno,start rolling![br]
Cirno:ROGER!*presses start button*[br]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Evil Scientist:I must stop my breakfest![br]
*trips on sticky maple syrup*[br]
Evil Assistant:Master!The storm is starting,and the lever is stuck![br]
*lever is covered in butter*[br]
Evil Scientist:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!Now we
need to go get towels![br]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
*On top of the plate,lightning sticks the waffle 10 times.*[br]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Evil Scientist:Finally! the lever has been finally cleaned![br]
Evil Assistant:I;\'ll pull the lever,master![br]
*pulls on lever,with waffle*[br]
Evil Scientist:Now,lets eat![br]
Evil Assistant;Um.....shouldn't the waffle have come to life?[br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Evil Scientist:Time to eat*CHOMPS into waffle*[br]
Waffle:Ow!You bit me![br]
Evil Scientist:*Screams like a little girl!*EEEEEEEEEEEEEKKKK![br]
Evil Assistant:It's alive master![br]
*a knock comes from the door*[br]
Evil Assistant:I'll get it,master.[br]
*opens dooor,while in the background,Evil Scientist runs to bathroom*[br]
Evil Assistant:Yes?What do you want?[br]
Random Tax Collecter:Hey,I'm here to co-[br]
*before he can finish,a dreadful sound to all except the Waffle is heard*[br]
Evil Scientist:BLLLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARGGGGGGGHH![br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Me:Oh,no!He escaped again![br]
Cirno:Ooo,a waffle![br]
Suika:Where?[br]
Cirno:On this plate.[br]
Marisa:*snicker*[br]
Me:Nitori,do you have the trap ready?[br]

Nitori:Yep!Sure do![br]
Cirno:Let's split it![br]
Suika:Yah![br]
Nazrin:Um....Reimu?[br]
Me:Yes?[br]
Nazrin:Cirno and Suika are about to eat the waffle![br]
Me/Nitori/Nazrin:DON'T EAT THAT WAFFLE![br]
Marisa:EAT IT![br]
Cirno/Suika:*Chomp!*[br]
Me:RUN FOR IT![br]
Marisa:Huh/[br]
Cirno/Suika:BLAARRGH![br]
Marisa:Gross!Why did I do that?[br]
ME:Okay,next chapter,hopefully,Nitori will finally get that thing behind bars![br]

3 - Experiments part 1!

Experiments![br]
Me:Hi,people![br]
Alice:Merry Christmas![br]
Cirno:Happy easter![br]
Everyone in the room:*stares at Cirno*Baka.[br]
Me:Okay,we are gonna start our experiments on the waffle in 5..4.3..2....1..GO![br]
EWD:What are you gonna do to me?![br]
Me:This was requested by CreaandPoppuFan166...make you listen to Baby by Justin Beaber![br]
EWD:Aww...that doesn't sound so bad.[br]
Alice;*takes him into a escape proof room,at least for him*[br]
Me:Cirno...what are you doing?[br]
Cirno:Um......placing the cd in the boom box?[br]
Me:Cirno..that's a cookie.[br]
Cirno:Oh.[br]
Me:*press the play button*[br]
EWD:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!It's
TORTURE!TORTUREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE![br]
Me:*Okay,while he's in confinment,who wants to hear the origin of this little annoyance?[br]
Cirno:ME?![br]
Me:No,not you.I don't know your origin.[br]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Random Tax Collecter(let's call him bob):What was that?[br]
Evil Assistant:Master!Master![br]
Bob:Ooooooooooo,what's this?*sees Waffle on a plate*I missed breakfest....no one will notice!*takes
fork and...CHOMP!*[br]
Waffle:OUCH!You bit me too![br]
Bob:*screams like a little girl,then faints*[br]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Cirno:*eating an Over the Moon ice cream sandwich(NOT A REAL TREAT!My own creation!)[br]
Alice:*plays with Shanghai*[br]
Me:*kicks the projector*[br]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Waffle:I'M FREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!*runs out,never to be seen by the
Scientist or the Assistant.Bob will see him again.*[br]
-----24 hours later-----[br]
Waffle:I'm tired!*walks on a wooden plate and goes to sleep*[br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Me:CIRNO!DON"T PLAY WITH THE TAPE![br]
Lily White:Um.........hi everyone!While Reimu chases Cirno,let's do 2 more dares!These are from

Anime_Ellie.[br]
#1:Flush him down the water toilet!(Basically what people in Europe call the potty.)[br]
Lily:I've got him!*throws EWD down the caboose/toilet!*[br]
EWD:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!*jumps out,spraying toilet water every which way
while doing a ballet thing.*[br]
Everyone:EWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW![br]
#2:Feed him to Gir![br]
Gir:WEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!I'm running!I'm
RUNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINGGGG![br]
Alice:Here,nice doggy.have a waffle.[br]
Gir:YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!*CHOMP*[br]
EWD:Aw,man!I'm in a robots belly![br]
Me:Okay!Concludes end of chapter![br]
[br]
[br]
[br]
Oh,by the way,peope can use my made up icecream as long as they give me credit![br]

4 - Experiments part 2 and DOOM!

YAY!MORE DOOM!XD[br]
Me:Okay,we're back with more history about the waffle!This time,Cirno's helping me host.[br]
Cirno:YAY![br]
Sakuya:Has anyone seen Flandre?[br]
Me:Um....sounds like we'll have to go find Flandre again.ROLL IT![br]
Cirno:Okay!*rolls taoe on the floor*[br]
Sakuya:Cirno,it was a figure of speech.I have to go check on Meiling.[br]
Me:You aren't going to knife her,are you?[br]
Sakuya:If she's sleepng again.[br]
Cirno:*places tape in player and presses play.*[br]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Waffle:*Has ran into town,which is 3 miles from the castle.*[br]
Dog:BARK!Woof,bark bark!(Translation:HEY!Wafffles can't walk!)[br]
Waffle:HI DOG!*waves really fast*[br]
Dog:*whimper*YIP YIP YIP!*runs away*[br]
Waffle:*passes by weapons shop*Shiny things!(Refering to all the deadly weapons inside)*walks in*[br]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
1 HOUR LATER[br]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Shop keeper:YOU CRAZY WAFFLE!YOU BLEW UP MY SHOP WITH THAT MISSLE![br]
Waffle:*Not paying attention as he is putting the last weapon in his pocket of endless space*Thanks![br]
Shop Keeper:GET BACK HERE![br]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Waffle:What's that?*points to a cafe*a hotel?[br]
*Waffle walks up to an empty plate and goes to sleep on it*[br]
Tax Collecter(NOT the same one from the last chapter):Hey,I was waiting to eat,so,I hope no one
minds.[br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Me:Okay,time for more torture and get rid of stuff!les try and finish more of Anime_Ellie's.[br]
Lily:Okay,#3 is..."Blast him into space."[br]
Nitori:I've straped him to the rocket!*presses launch button*[br]
Meiling:ACK!Help![br]
Me:Uh-Oh.You tied Meiling on instead![br]
Nitori:Darn it!He got away and used a decoy![br]
Lily:#4 is...."send him to a diffrent dimension"[br]
Me:Um...OH-NO!NOT MORE WAFFLES![br]
Lily:Um...looks like Reimu is busy with that.Let's go on to #5!Which is...."sacrifice him to a volcano."Let's
see how that goes.[br]
Suika:Bye,Waffle!*throws in*[br]

Waffle:*lands in lava*YAY!I'M DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMED![br]
Volcano:KABOOM![br]
Waffle:WEEEEEEEEEEEEE!*sends lava everywhich way*[br]
Me:RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!PLAY THE TAPE CIRNO!CIRNO?[br]
Cirno:*snooze*[br]
Me:MEILING!PLAY IT![br]
Meiling:Okay![br]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Tax Collecter(lets call this one bill):CHOMP![br]
Waffle:*thinking*Don't say anything....[br]
Bill:*runs to bathroom*BLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAARRRRRRRRGGGGGGHHHH![br]
Waffle:My job here is almost done.*pulls out a nuke*BYE CAFE![br]
Nuke:KABOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM![br]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Me:Okay,that was twisted.Bye![br]
Cirno:Happy Halloween![br]
Me/Sakuya/Meiling/Lily/Nitori:BAKA.[br]

5 - Yay!More Doom!With help!

More Doom![br]
Me:Hello!Today I have 2 of my friends with me.They are Rachael and Jon.[br]
Rachael:Hello![br]
Jon:Where are we,because 1 minute ago we were outside.[br]
Me:We are in a place I asked Nitori to make.[br]
Nitori:Finished![br]
Rachael:What's that?*points to keyboard with random pictures*[br]
Me:Watch.*presses button with a coconut on it*[br]
Jon:*notices EWD walking by with a sledgehammer*The waffles got a sledgehammer.[br]
Nitori:*hands Rachael a coconut*Throw it at something![br]
Rachael:*throws coconut at EWD.A BONK noise is heard*Oooh!The cocnut just exploded![br]
Jon:Cool![br]
Me:Uh...this is getting random.Let's watch one of the tapes.[br]
Jon/Rachael:Okay![br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
*The tape is not showing anything*[br]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Me:Great!The VCR is broken![br]
Jon:*rolls bowling ball at waffle;the ball hits the waffle and rolls down the lane*Strike![br]
*the ball comes back with the waffle still atached to it*EWD:The Ball likes me![br]
Me:He's magnetic.Lets move on.[br]
Rachael:What are we going to do?[br]
Me:Torture the waffle.[br]
Jon:Cool!What are we going to do first?[br]
Me:Finish Ellie's dares.The next one is..."feed him to the MOOSE!"Where does she get these?![br]
Rachael:No idea.[br]
Moose:*stares at waffle and eats him,then...*BLUARGH![br]
Me:That's new.[br]
Rachael:Next one!"Ship him to Denmark."I got the box![br]
Jon:Here's the tape![br]
Me:*wearing gloves*I got the waffle![br]
*We stuff him in the box.Jon and rachaeluse the tape to close the box*[br]
EWD:I hate Denmark![br]
Me:You've never been![br]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
*2 weeks later*[br]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------[br]
Rachael:Okay,he was shipped back.*throws another coconut at the waffle*2 points![br]
EWD:I hate coconuts![br]

Me:Next!"Give him to aliens."Who?Zim?[br]
Zim:NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO![br]
Me:Even he doesn't like it!Next![br]
Jon:"Force him to watch awful shows"[br]
Me:I have o idea what an awful show is,so skip that.[br]
Jon:How about this one?"Put him in a monkey cage."[br]
Rachael:Do we have one?[br]
Me:Yes!With monkey's in it![br]
Rachael:*throws EWD in the cage*How long should we wait?[br]
Me:Uh...[br]
Monkey:*throws waffle out of the cage and picks the age up andleaves*[br]
Me:.......Now we'll never know.[br]
Rachael:I didn't know monkey's hated him,too!What's the next one?[br]
Me:"send him to the Bermuda Triangle!"Let's use that canon over there.[br]
Jon:Can I light the fuse?[br]
Me:Sure![br]
Jon:Alright!*Lights the fuse with a candle*[br]
Cannon:BOOM![br]
EWD:WEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!I'M FLYING!*lands in the Bermuda Triangle*[br]
Jon:Do you think he'll come back?[br]
Rachael:Not likely.[br]
Me:Yeah,he's gonna come back.He's right here![br]
Jon/Rachael:What did we send?![br]
Me:A bowling ball.Last dare is...[br]
All:"Store him in the closet and forget about him"?![br]
Jon:Isn't that impossible?[br]
Me:Don't know.[br]
Rachael:Is it a good idea,because couldn't he blow it up?[br]
Me:Uh-Oh.[br]
Closet:BOOM![br]
Rachael:He exploded too![br]
Jon:Now theres waffle peices all over the place![br]
Me:Conclusion:there's no way to get rid of the waffle.Special thanks to Rachael and Jon!On Fanart
Central,Rachael is CreamandPoppuFan166,and Jon is waluigiguy22.Please look at their art and their
other stuff![br]
*Notice:The waffle is going to be back in chapter 7*[br]
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